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BOOK REVIEWS
FRACASTOR: SYPHILIS OR THE FRENCH DISEASE. A poem in Latin

hexameters by Girolamo Fracastoro. With a translation, notes
and appendix by Heneage Wynne-Finch, M.A. (Oxon.) and an
introduction by James Johnston Abraham, C.B.E., D.S.O.,
M.A., M.D. (Dub.), F.R.C.S. London: William Heinemann
(Medical Books). Illustrated. Pp. 243. Price Ios. 6d. net.

IN recent years considerable attention has been given to Fracastor
by medical historians, as is shown by the remarkable study of Pro-
fessor and Mrs. Singer, Mr. Wilmer Cave Wright's edition of the work
on contagion, and the bibliography compiled by Professor John F.
Fulton and Dr. D. L. Baumgartner of New York. No higher praise
can be accorded to the present volume than by saying that it is worthy
to take its place among these works. Mr. Johnston Abraham, whose
literary gifts as well as his special knowledge must be well known to
every reader of this Journal, has provided a scholarly and compre-
hensive introduction in which he not only deals with Fracastor's
poem, but also gives a biographical sketch of the man and an account
of the subsequent treatment of syphilis down to the present time.
The translation by Mr. Wynne-Finch, which unlike that made by

Nahum Tate in i686 is in prose, is accompanied by the Latin text
on the opposite page, so that the reader who possesses sufficient
latinity can see that the English version is remarkably faithful as well
as readable. In addition to concise footnotes, Mr. Wynne-Finch has
supplied longer notes in an appendix to each of the three books of the
poem in which we find references to the French version and com-
mentary of Alfred Foormei in I869. The appendix to the third book
contains considerable extracts from the translation of Fracastor's
work on contagion.
The poem itself consists of three books, the first of which contains

a vivid picture of the severity and rapidly destructive nature of syphilis
when it first appeared in Europe at the end of the fifteenth century.
The second book, like its successor, is mainly concerned with treat-
ment, including the use of guiacum and mercury, and it is not until
the third book that Syphilus the shepherd is introduced and the story
told of his punishment for insulting language addressed to the Sun
God by infliction of the disease.
From the time of its first appearance Fracastor's poem won the

admiration not only of the medical world, but also of literary men such
as Cardinal Bembo, to whom it is dedicated, and Sannazaro the poet
down to our own time when it elicited high praise from Hallam in
his " Introduction to the Literature of Europe," and from John Adding-
ton Symonds in his " Renaissance in Italy."
The present volume also contains an essay on Fracastor and Virgil

by Mr. Vernon Rendall, who ranks Fracastor among the foremost
Latin poets of his time owing to his excellent style and unusual com-
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mand of the language, though he admits that Fracastor was too servile
an imitator of the Aeneid.
The text is accompanied by woodcuts of the illustrations in the

works which preceded Fracastor's poem, portraits of the author and
facsimiles of a page from the editio princeps and of the title page of
Nahum Tate's translation.

J. D. R.

SYNOPSIS OF GENITO-URINARY DISEASES. By Austin I. Dodson, M.D.,
F.A.C.S., Professor of Genito-urinary Surgery, Medical College of
Virginia. London: Henry Kimpton. I934. With II illustra-
tions. Pp. 275. I2S. 6d.

THE author states that the purpose of this book is to present a
synopsis of genito-urinary diseases, so that the essential facts connected
with urology may be readily grasped by the student of medicine and
serve as a handy reference for the general practitioner.

In fourteen chapters he discusses urological diagnosis, genito-urinary
instruments, anatomy of the urinary tract, congenital anomalies,
tubercular and non-tubercular infections of the urinary tract, injuries,
urinary calculi, movable kidney, hypertrophy of the prostate, cancer
of the prostate, hydrocele, tumours of the urinary organs, etc.
The illustrations are the most attractive feature of the book and

indicate most clearly the intention of the author.
Although incomplete and rather disconnected in parts we can

inagine that the book will be of great value to the medical student and
busy practitioner.

W. K. I.
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